Reverse monte carlo

Molecular system fullrmc stochastic fitting simulation. Groups are set to molecules and smart
moves are applied. Translations along symmetry axes, rotations about symmetry axes, etc.
Atomic binary Nickel-Titanium shape memory alloy system phase transformation stochastic
simulation. Random atomic translations are enough to reproduce short range ordering. But
swapping atoms is necessary to fit long range atomic correlations. Molecular system mere
atomic stochastic simulation. Covalent bond electron density polarization is modelled by
allowing fullrmc to explore across energy low correlation barriers. This video shows how from a
potential point of view exploring allow to cross forbidden unlikely barriers and going out of
local minimas. Reverse Monte Carlo RMC is probably best known for its applications in
condensed matter physics and solid state chemistry. The result shown in the figures herein is
obtained by running fullrmc Engine for several hours on molecular groups. Position
optimization is achieved by using a RecursiveGroupSelector to refine every selected group
position and alternating groups move generators. RotationAboutSymmetryAxisGenerator is
used to fit the ring orientation, then TranslationAlongSymmetryAxisGenerator is used to
translate molecules along meaningful directions. At the end, reset groups to single atom index
and RandomSelector is used to select groups randomly. It handles and fits simultaneously
many experimental data while controlling the evolution of the system using user-defined
molecular and atomistic constraints such as bond-length, bond-angles, dihedral angles,
inter-molecular-distances, etc. Bases: object. Engine runtime intercept hook. This can be used
by a thread or another process to intercept a running stochastic engine to do different actions
such as stop, save, export a pdb file or reset the standard error. It has the capability to use and
fit simultaneously multiple sets of experimental data. One can also define constraints such as
distances, bonds length, angles and many others. Codify engine full state to a code that once
executed it will regenerate and and save the engine on disk. This is a better alternative to
transfering engine from one system to another. The generated code is python 2 and 3
compatible and operating system safe allowing to get an executable code to regenerate the
engine. The boundary conditions basis vectors in case of PeriodicBoundaries, None in case of
InfiniteBoundaries. The boundary conditions reciprocal basis vectors in case of
PeriodicBoundaries, None in case of InfiniteBoundaries. The boundary conditions basis volume
in case of PeriodicBoundaries, None in case of InfiniteBoundaries. The box coordinates of the
current configuration in case of PeriodicBoundaries. Similar to realCoordinates in case of
InfiniteBoundaries. Load and return engine instance. None of the current engine attribute will be
updated. Get whether a given frame name is a normal frame or a multiframe or a multiframe
subframe. If frame does not exist an error will be raised. Automatically creates groups as single
atom group for all atoms. If add is True, created groups will be added to engine existing ones
otherwise old groups will be removed. Automatically create molecular groups of atom indexes
according to molecules indexes. Set used frame pdb configuration. Engine and constraints data
will be automatically reset but not constraints definitions. If pdb was already set and this is a
resetting to a different atomic configuration, with different elements or atomic order, or different
size and number of atoms, constraints definitions must be reset manually. In general, their is no
point in changing the atomic configuration of a completely different atomic nature. It is
advisable to create a new engine from scratch or redefining all constraints definitions. Any type
of periodic or infinite boundary conditions is allowed and not restricted to cubic. Engine and
constraints data will be automatically reset. Number density will be automatically calculated
upon setting boundary conditions. In the case where inifinite boundaries are set, which is
needed to simulate isolated atomic systems such as nano-particles, the volume is theoretically
infinite and therefore number density must be 0. But experimentally the measured samples are
diluted in solvants and the actual number density must be the experimental one. It can only be
used with InfiniteBoundaries. If None, used frame will be visualized. If given, frame must be
created in repostory. If boundary conditions are InfiniteBoundaries then nothing will be done. If
0 or boundary conditions are InfiniteBoundaries then nothing is visualized. If None is given,
default parameters will be applied. If dictionary is given, the following keys can be used. Add
constraints to the engine. If used frame is a normal frame, all other normal frames will have the
constraints added. If used frame is a subframe, all other subframes of the same multiframe will
have the experimental constraints added to. But given non-experimental constraints will be only
added to the used frame. This module provides all the global types, variables and some general
methods that fullrmc needs. Bases: pysimplelog. Custom initialize abstract method. This
method will be called at the end of initialzation. This method needs to be overloaded to custom
initialize Logger instances. Core package. Navigation index modules next fullrmc 4. A group is a
set of atom indexes, allowing indexes redundancy within the same group definition. A Group
instance can contain any list of indexes and as many atoms index as needed. Grouping atoms
is essential to make clusters of atoms residues, molecules, etc evolve and move together. A

group of a single atom index can be used to make a single atom move separately from the
others. Among other properties, depending on which group selector is used by the engine, a
GroupSelector can allow weighting which means selecting groups more or less frequently than
the others, it can also allow selection recurrence and refinement of a single group, ordered and
random selection is also possible. Move generator : Every group instance has its own
MoveGenerator. Constraint : A constraint is a rule that controls certain aspect of the
configuration upon moving groups. Engine import Engine from fullrmc. BondConstraints import
BondConstraint from fullrmc. AngleConstraints import BondsAngleConstraint from fullrmc.
MoveGenerator import MoveGeneratorCollector from fullrmc. By default when the engine is
constructed, all groups are single atoms. At every engine step a whole molecule is rotate or
translated therefore its internal distances and properties are safe from any changes. At any time
constraints can be turn on again using the same method with a True flag. Core package
Collection Constraint Group GroupSelector MoveGenerator boundary conditions collection
reciprocal space pairs distances atomic coordination number atomic distances bonds angles
dihedral angles improper angles pairs histogram fullrmc. Selectors package OrderedSelectors
RandomSelectors fullrmc. Parameters: path string : Engine repository path password string :
Engine repository password. If None, default value will be given hoping that the running engine
repository password is also the default one. Otherwise the hook connection will fail. From a
different python process, run the following code to handle a hook of a running engine.
Re-define groups if needed Re-define groups selector if needed Re-define moves generators if
needed Table of Contents fullrmc package Welcoming videos Brief Description Tetrahydrofuran
simple example yet complete and straight to the point Sub-packages Sub-modules Types:
Variables: Next topic fullrmc. Core package Quick search. If None is given path will be set when
saving the engine using Engine. If a non-empty directory is found at the given path an error will
be raised unless freshStart flag attribute is set to True. If None is given, logFile is left
unchanged. If set to False, an error will be raise if a fullrmc engine or a non-empty directory is
found at the given path. If None, default value will be given. At least one traditional frame must
be given. If None, all frames will be codified. Dependencies will always be added to the code
header in the exported file. If None, engine used frame will be used. Otherwise None is returned.
Repository : The repository instance. This argument sets whether to copy all frames data to the
new repository path. If path is not None and this argument is False, Only used frame data will be
copied and other frames will be discarded in new engine. Frames data are created once frame is
used. Setting create to True, forces creating the repository data by copying used frame ones. If
used frame is not a traditional frame, create will get automatically reset to False. Meant to be
used internally. If None, engine used frame is used. If None is given, RandomSelector is set
automatically. If g is a Group instance, Group. If string is given, the same name will be given to
all groups. If list is given, it must have the same length as the number of molecules in the
system add boolean : whether to newly generated groups to old ones. If None,
boundaryConditions will be parsed from pdb if existing otherwise, InfiniteBoundaries with no
periodic boundaries will be set. If numpy. Normally any real numpy. If None is given, names will
be calculated automatically by parsing pdb instance. If None is given, elements will be
calculated automatically by parsing pdb instance. Must have the length of number of atoms. If
None is given, moleculesIndex will be calculated automatically by parsing pdb instance. Must
have the length of the number of atoms. If None is given, it is automatically generated as the
pdb residues name. If None, InfiniteBoundaries with no periodic boundaries will be set. If None
is given, it will be automatically generated as the pdb residues name. If None is given, names
will be generated automatically by parsing pdbparser instance. Add parameters accordingly if
needed like the following. Points representation accept only size parameter e. This is can
minimize computations and enhance performance by computing less costly constraints first.
Save will be omitted if no moves are accepted. If None is given, no. If None is given, no pdb file
will be exported. If string is given, it should be the full path of the pdb file. If None is given,
ncores will be set automatically to 1. This argument is only effective if fullrmc is compiled with
openmp. The Reverse Monte Carlo RMC modelling method is a variation of the standard
Metropolis-Hastings algorithm to solve an inverse problem whereby a model is adjusted until its
parameters have the greatest consistency with experimental data. Inverse problems are found
in many branches of science and mathematics , but this approach is probably best known for its
applications in condensed matter physics and solid state chemistry. This method is often used
in condensed matter sciences to produce atom-based structural models that are consistent with
experimental data and subject to a set of constraints. An initial configuration is constructed by
placing N atoms in a periodic boundary cell, and one or more measurable quantities are
calculated based on the current configuration. Commonly used data include the pair
distribution function and its Fourier transform , the latter of which is derived directly from

neutron or x-ray scattering data see small-angle neutron scattering , wide-angle X-ray scattering
, small-angle X-ray scattering , and X-ray diffraction. The comparison with experiment is
quantified using a function of the form. The sum is over all independent measurements, which
will include the sum over all points in a function such as the pair distribution function. An
iterative procedure is run where one randomly chosen atom is moved a random amount,
followed by a new calculation of the measurable quantities. Moreover, the move may also be
rejected if it breaks certain constraints, even if the agreement with data is improved. An
example would be to reject a move which brings two atoms closer than a preset limit, to prevent
overlap or collision between the two atoms. As the number of accepted atom moves increases,
the calculated quantities will become closer to the experimental values until they reach an
equilibrium state. The resulting atomic configuration should be a structure that is consistent
with the experimental data within its errors. The RMC method for condensed matter problems
was initially developed by McGreevy and Pusztai [1] in , with application to liquid argon Note
that there were earlier independent applications of this approach, for example those of Kaplow
et al. For several years the primary application was for liquids and amorphous materials,
particularly because this provides the only means to obtain structural models from data,
whereas crystallography has analysis methods for both single crystal and powder diffraction
data. More recently, it has become clear that RMC can provide important information for
disordered crystalline materials also. The RMC method suffers from a number of potential
problems. The most notable problem is that often more than one qualitatively different model
will give similar agreement with experimental data. For example, in the case of amorphous
silicon, the integral of the first peak in the pair distribution function may imply an average
atomic coordination number of 4. This might reflect the fact that all atoms have coordination
number of 4, but similarly having half the atoms with coordination number of 3 and half with 5
will also be consistent with this data. Unless a constraint on the coordination number is
employed, the RMC method will have no means of generating a unique coordination number
and most likely a spread of coordination numbers will result. Using amorphous silicon as an
example, Biswas, Atta-Fynn and Drabold were the first to elucidate the importance of including
constraints in RMC modeling. A second problem comes from the fact that without constraints
the RMC method will typically have more variables than observables. One result from this will
be that the final atomic configuration may have artifacts that arise from the method attempting
to fit noise in the data. One should remark, however, that most applications of the RMC
approach today take account of these problems by appropriate use of implicit or explicit
constraints. By including appropriate number of constraints, Limbu et. By definition, Engine
reads only Protein Data Bank file format atomic configuration files and handles other definitions
and attributes. In fullrmc atoms can be grouped into rigid bodies or semi-rigid bodies called
groups so the system can evolve atomically, clusterly, molecularly or any combination of those.
Every group can be assigned a different and customizable move generator translation, rotation,
a combination of moves generators, etc. Groups selection by the fitting engine can also be
customizable. Also fullrmc uses Artificial intelligence and Reinforcement learning algorithms to
improve the ratio of accepted moves. It is written in Fortran 95 with some Fortran features. It
has maintained the ability to model liquids and amorphous materials using the pair distribution
function , total scattering and EXAFS data, but also includes the capability of modelling
crystalline materials by explicitly using the information contained within the Bragg diffraction
data. RMCProfile gives users a range of constraints, including the inclusion of molecular
potentials and distance windows, which exploit possibilities afforded by the lack of significant
diffusion in crystalline materials. RMCProfile allows simulation of magnetic materials, using the
magnetic component of total scattering data, and also allows simulation of materials where
atoms are allowed to swap positions as found in many solid solutions. Hybrid Reverse Monte
Carlo HRMC [16] [17] is a code capable of fitting both the pair correlation function and structure
factor along with bond angle and coordination distributions. This allows the code to fit
experimental data along with minimizing the total system energy. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Statistical modeling method. Molecular Simulation. Informa UK Limited. Physical
Review. Acta Metallurgica. Elsevier BV. Journal of Physics: Condensed Matter. IOP Publishing.
Physical Review B. Scientific Reports. Nature Publishing Group. Journal of Computational
Chemistry. Computer Physics Communications. Bibcode : PhRvB.. Categories : Monte Carlo
methods Inverse problems. Hidden categories: Articles with short description Short description
matches Wikidata Use dmy dates from September Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit
View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as
PDF Printable version. Skip to search form Skip to main content You are currently offline. Some
features of the site may not work correctly. Known as: RMC. Related topics. Artificial
intelligence Cython Fortran Fortran 95 language features. Papers overview Semantic Scholar

uses AI to extract papers important to this topic. Towards video streaming in IoT Environments:
Vehicular communication perspective. Highly Cited. Relational recurrent neural networks.
Memory-based neural networks model temporal data by leveraging an ability to remember
information for long periods. Recursive Markov chains, stochastic grammars, and monotone
systems of nonlinear equations. The Reverse Monte Carlo localization algorithm. Global
localization is a very fundamental and challenging problem in Robotic Soccer. Reverse Monte
Carlo modeling of amorphous silicon. An implementation of the Reverse Monte Carlo algorithm
is presented for the study of amorphous tetrahedral semiconductors. Reverse Monte Carlo
modelling. Reverse Monte Carlo RMC modelling is a general method of structural modelling
based on experimental data. Access control in an open distributed environment. We describe an
architecture for secure, independent, interworking services Oasis. Structural modelling of
glasses using reverse Monte Carlo simulation. By clicking accept or continuing to use the site,
you agree to the terms outlined in our Privacy Policy , Terms of Service , and Dataset License.
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modelling method is a variation of the standard Metropolis-Hastings algorithm to solve an
inverse problem whereby a model is adjusted until its parameters have the greatest consistency
with experimental data. Inverse problems are found in many branches of science and
mathematics , but this approach is probably best known for its applications in condensed
matter physics and solid state chemistry. This method is often used in condensed matter
sciences to produce atom-based structural models that are consistent with experimental data
and subject to a set of constraints. An initial configuration is constructed by placing N atoms in
a periodic boundary cell, and one or more measurable quantities are calculated based on the
current configuration. Commonly used data include the pair distribution function and its Fourier
transform , the latter of which is derived directly from neutron or x-ray total scattering data. The
comparison with experiment is quantified using a function of the form. The sum is over all
independent measurements, which will include the sum over all points in a function such as the
pair distribution function. An iterative procedure is run where one randomly chosen atom is
moved a random amount, followed by a new calculation of the measurable quantities. Moreover,
the move may also be rejected if it breaks certain constraints, even if the agreement with data is
improved. An example would be if two atoms become closer than a preset limit. As the number
of accepted atom moves increases, the calculated quantities will become closer to the
experimental values until they reach an equilibrium state. The resulting atomic configuration
should be a structure that is consistent with the experimental data within its errors. The RMC
method for condensed matter problems was initially developed by McGreevy and Pusztai [1] in ,
with application to liquid argon Note that there were earlier independent applications of this
approach, for example those of Kaplow et al. For several years the primary application was for
liquids and amorphous materials, particularly because this provides the only means to obtain
structural models from data, whereas crystallography has analysis methods for both single
crystal and powder diffraction data. More recently, it has become clear that RMC can provide
important information for disordered crystalline materials also. The RMC method suffers from a
number of potential problems. The most notable problem is that often more than one
qualitatively different model will give similar agreement with experimental data. For example, in
the case of amorphous silicon, the integral of the first peak in the pair distribution function may
imply an average atomic coordination number of 4. This might reflect the fact that all atoms
have coordination number of 4, but similarly having half the atoms with coordination number of
3 and half with 5 will also be consistent with this data. Unless a constraint on the coordination
number is employed, the RMC method will have no means of generating a unique coordination
number and most likely a spread of coordination numbers will result. Using amorphous silicon
as an example, Biswas, Atta-Fynn and Drabold were the first to elucidate the importance of
including constraints in RMC modeling. A second problem comes from the fact that without
constraints the RMC method will typically have more variables than observables. One result
from this will be that the final atomic configuration may have artifacts that arise from the
method attempting to fit noise in the data. One should remark, however, that most applications
of the RMC approach today take account of these problems by appropriate use of implicit or
explicit constraints. It has maintained the ability to model liquids and amorphous materials
using the pair distribution function , total scattering and EXAFS data, but also includes the
capability of modelling crystalline materials by explicitly using the information contained within
the Bragg diffraction data. RMCProfile gives users a range of constraints, including the
inclusion of molecular potentials and distance windows, which exploit possibilities afforded by
the lack of significant diffusion in crystalline materials. RMCProfile allows simulation of
magnetic materials, using the magnetic component of total scattering data, and also allows

simulation of materials where atoms are allowed to swap positions as found in many solid
solutions. Hybrid Reverse Monte Carlo HRMC [10] [11] is a code capable of fitting both the pair
correlation function and structure factor along with bond angle and coordination distributions.
This allows the code to fit experimental data along with minimizing the total system energy.
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